Chamorro faces conflicts in UNO

MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) — President-elect Violeta Barrios de Chamorro takes office Wednesday already facing division in the ranks of her victorious coalition over government posts and treatment of Nicaragua's outgoing Sandinistas.

The United National Opposition faces a test of unity in the National Assembly while cabinet appointees, due to be sworn in shortly after Chamorro's inauguration, have yet to be officially announced.

The 14-party coalition brought together everyone from communists to conservatives in the successful effort to unseat President Daniel Ortega's Sandinistas, in power since 1979. But some parties fear they are not getting enough say in Chamorro administration policies and appointments.

The first test comes Tuesday afternoon, when the new National Assembly is due to elect a president. UNO's official candidate is Myriam Arguello, a 64-year-old lawyer from the People's Conservative Alliance. Arguello received 28 votes at a caucus of UNO's 51 deputies, to 23 for Alfredo Cesar, a close adviser to Chamorro, a former member of the Contra rebels' executive, and a man with his sights set on running for presidency in 1996.

Arguello is backed by Vice President-elect Virgilio Godoy, and the Sandinistas have hinted their 39 deputies might vote for Cesar to encourage a split in UNO ranks, even though Cesar is not a Sandinista favorite because of his Contra connections.

Baricadas, official newspaper of the Sandinista Front, ran an editorial Tuesday saying the Sandinistas would do whatever was necessary to play a critical role in the emerging political landscape in this nation of 3.5 million residents.

"The Sandinista Front, although it is not part of the new government, and placing itself strictly within the terrain of a committed opposition, cannot renounce playing the role of a national arbiter and a decisive force in the crisis from which the new government emerges," the editorial said.

Many in UNO's political council, which represents the 14 parties, consider Cesar an opportunist. They fired him as campaign manager when both he and Chamorro were out of the country six months ago.

As soon as Chamorro returned, she named Cesar her personal adviser and appointed an advisory board that protected her from council pressure.

In the meanwhile, the Chamorro family newspaper, said Monday that the president-elect would probably not explain why women cannot be ordained. He noted that "traditions can be enriched when they are challenged and subsequently modified."

Another reason McManus said that the Church cites for its refusal to ordain women is that the malesness of priests allows them to actually take on the role of Jesus Christ in their functions. However, McManus feels that the sacramental sign may have become "extensively external." He thinks that priests should be more like Jesus internally, and less preoccupied with the external.

Bishop Kenneth Untener of Saginaw, Michigan spoke after Bishop McManus. He gave a presentation consisting of theological observations and perspectives.

Untener pointed out that people used to believe that our galaxy was the only one which existed. Once our horizons were broadened and we were able to question this basic assumption, we realized that we were able to obtain information which contradicted this belief. Untener also pointed out that the term "in persona Christi," commonly used to mean "in the person of Christ," was actually incorrectly translated. Actually, it means "in the person of Jesus."
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Arts and Letters majors are people, too

Amy Eckert
Ad Design Manager

We are more numerous than any group of our kind on campus, and at the same time we are the least understood. We are scorned, even ridiculed, by those who simply don't know what we're about. We are the men and women of the College of Arts and Letters, and our persecutors are engineers, pre-meds, and even business majors.

The myths - we live at Waddock's by day, and haunt the halls of O'Shag by night. We never sleep, but spend our nights talking philosophy or writing really strange stuff. This fact is the essence of an Arts and Letters education.

What the business majors, the science majors and the engineers fail to realize is that we are all dealing with great questions of life, with which we, as Arts and Letters students, are equipped. We can best be pondered while playing volleyball or watching T.V. The world is our classroom, and life is our laboratory.

I can't help but feel a little smug when I think of one of my friends who is a former business major. He used to love to tell me he would someday be lighting cigarettes with hundred dollar bills while I was still "finding myself." Much to my surprise, and probably to his as well, he found himself an Arts and Letters student.

Not all of life's answers can be found in classrooms, text books and vials of blue stuff. This is the essence of an Arts and Letters education.

So, the next time you see an Arts and Letters friend who is sunbathing on the quad and talking by the hour, and the innocent-looking bookbinder is probably pondering some very deep philosophical question of great significance. And show a little respect, because Arts and Letters students are people, too.

The views expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
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A Vigil for Lisa Blanco will be held tomorrow at 12:15 p.m. at the Peace Memorial. Donations for her children will be accepted at this time. The vigil is sponsored by Women United for Justice and Peace.

Of Interests are accepted at The Observer to publicize one-time free events of general interest. The deadline for all Of Interests is 1 p.m.

A member of the gang that carried out Britain's Great Train Robbery of 1963 was shot to death by a young assailant who fled on a bicycle, police in Marbella, Spain, said Tuesday. Investigators believe the slaying of Charles Wilson, 58, may have been drug-related, said a Marbella police spokesman who asked not to be identified. A young man in a truck opened fire Monday afternoon on Wilson after calling at the door of the Briton's apartment in this Costa del Sol resort, the spokesman said.

So you thought you did your part on Earth Day by picking up litter? Now the Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine claims that if you are interested in marketing or relations? SUB is looking to fill the positions of Account Executives, Marketing Research Commissioners, and Internal and External Relations Commissioners. Please call Barb at 239-7668 to arrange an interview, or come to the second floor of Interests.

A smiling gunman who was released from a mental hospital despite homicidal and suicidal tendencies opened fire in the food court of a suburban shopping mall Tuesday, killing one man and wounding four people. The man tried to reload the .38 caliber revolver but tossed it into a trash can before calmly walking out and surrendering, police said. James Calvin Brady, 31, surrendered to DesKalb County police outside the mall just after shootings, said police spokesman Chuck Johnson.

The man who built a bomb that maimed a 5-year-old girl at a Kmart store a year ago committed suicide within 36 hours of the blast, authorities said Tuesday. David L. Swinford, 19, shot himself in the head as he sat in a car on a rural road on April 19, 1989, a few hours after having discussed the bombing with his mother and stepfather, said Charles Petersen, resident agent in charge of the U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms in Indianapolis.

(state highway officials said Tuesday it wasn't known yet how many employees actually will be put out of work through the elimination of 164 jobs in a department reorganization. Many jobs have been eliminated through attrition. Employees still with the department will have time to look for new jobs and will be considered for positions in the state's Office of Interests.

On April 25:

- In 1792: A highwayman named Nicholas Pelletier became the first person under French law to be executed by the guillotine.
- In 1901: New York became the first state to require automobile license plates. The fee was one dollar.
- In 1945: Delegates from 45 countries met in San Francisco to organize the United Nations.
- In 1983: Soviet leader Yuri Andropov invited Samantha Smith to visit his country following a letter he had written from the Manchester, Maine, schoolgirl that had expressed fears about nuclear war.
HPC says farewell to Holy Cross

By PATRICK HEALY

The Hall Presidents' Council held its final meeting of the 1989-1990 school year, attending to wrap-up details such as hall storage and exchanging summer addresses.

Student Senate representatives announced the passing of two pieces of legislation at Monday's Senate meeting. The first was a resolution encouraging the withdrawal of U.S. intervention in El Salvador. The second resolution was the passing of Student Body President Rob Pastin and Vice-President Fred Tomber's cabinet for next school year.

The Notre Dame Student Players announced their performance of the long-running Broadway show "The Fantasticks." The production will be held April 26-28 in Washington Hall at 7:30 p.m. The HPC meeting was notable because it was the last appearance of Holy Cross Hall ever at a Council meeting. Noting "what a long, strange trip it's been," Holy Cross Hall president Pete LeFleur gave a "farewell address" with advice to the new hall presidents. LeFleur advised the new Council members to plan out events for their dorms over the summer, so as not to have any regrets at the end of their tenure.

He also thanked all those who attended and contributed to Holy Cross Hall's final campus-wide event, the successful Hogstock concert held on Holy Cross Field Saturday.

It took Freud 38 years to understand it.

You have one night.

The psych exam is in 12 hours. And your id wants to party. Your ego wants to conk out. But your superego knows you need to stay awake tonight to cram. Fortunately, you've got Vivarin. It helps keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So all your brainpower can focus on understanding the brain.

If Freud had used Vivarin, maybe he could have understood the brain faster, too.
West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl (right) and the East German Prime Minister Lothar de Maiziere (left) prepare to begin talks on the German unification in the Bonn Chancellery Tuesday.

Student Senate criticizes El Salvador for its persecution, murder of Church officials

By PETER AMEND
News Writer

The Student Senate passed a resolution denouncing the persecution of the Catholic Church at its meeting Tuesday.

Jay Caponigro, a Notre Dame student who was a member of a ND delegation in El Salvador, proposed the resolution.

Caponigro said his trip to El Salvador made him realize that ND is well known throughout Latin America. "Due to Notre Dame’s reputation...we do have a voice," said Caponigro. His bill elucidated the responsibility of the Salvadoran military for the murders of many religious figures associated with the Church. The bill resolved:

- The Senate demands these murders be investigated by an impartial body and the perpetrators be brought to justice.
- The Senate deems these murders be investigated by an impartial body and the perpetrators be brought to justice. The Senate demands the United States government encourage Salvadoran President Alfredo Christiani and the Salvadoran military to pursue a U.N. mediated political settlement to end the war with the armed resistance.
- Copies of this resolution are to be sent to The State Department of the United States, President George Bush, U.S. Ambassador to El Salvador William Walker, Christiani, U.S. Senator Richard Lugar, Congressman John Hiller, U.S. Senator Christopher Dodd, The South Bend Tribune, and The Observer.

The Student Senate amended the bill to exclude a clause in the resolution that stated the Senate demands that the United States immediately cease supplying military aid to El Salvador.

Student Body President Robert Passo said he wants the Student Senate to discuss issues outside the sphere of Notre Dame, such as the injustice in El Salvador. The Senate decided not to send out a opinion poll to the student body in regards to the El Salvador bill due to the lack of time remaining in the school year to complete the poll.

During the officer reports, Student Body Treasurer Jim Hahly said the budget committee is compiling a comprehensive plan for next year’s expenditures. Senior Class President Mike Shinnick said suggestions, and we’ll negotiate about them," de Maiziere said. He said hammering out a monetary union would require "many talks and negotiations."

The West German monetary union proposal, announced Monday, represented a surprising concession to East German demands. East Germans had feared that the exchange rate would be one West German mark for two East German marks — a rate that was initialement proposed by West Germany’s central bank.

The 1-1 rate will be limited, however, in the case of savings to $2,300 per person. This angered East Germans.

**Germanys fix date of economic union**

BONN, West Germany (AP) — Chancellor Helmut Kohl and East German Prime Minister Lothar de Maiziere on Tuesday named July 2 as the day for economic and social union of the two Germanies, a West German spokesman said.

Union in those areas will bring a divided nation a long step toward full unification after more than four decades of separation following the horrors of the Nazi dictatorship and defeat in World War II. The issue of political union, or holding an election to form a single government, remains to be worked out.

Secretary of State James Baker and Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze, joined by their colleagues from Britain, France and the two German states, are scheduled to meet in Bonn on May 5.

There, they will try to resolve difficult international aspects of unification, including Germany’s future military stance.

While early July has frequently been mentioned as a goal for economic, monetary and social union — meaning the coordination of social benefits, such as unemployment and old age pensions — Tuesday’s statement was the first confirmation of a specific target date.

Delegations from both Germanies are to meet in East Berlin on Wednesday to negotiate over how to best introduce the powerhouse West German mark into East Germany’s battered economy.

The basis of the talks will be Bonn’s proposal for monetary union, which calls for a basic 1-1 exchange rate of East German marks for West German marks for wages, salaries and pensions in East Germany.

The announcements, made by West German government spokesman Dieter Vogel, followed three hours of private talks between Kohl and de Maiziere. De Maiziere was visiting Bonn for the first time as East Germany’s prime minister.

Vogel said Kohl and de Maiziere spoke in a friendly atmosphere.

De Maiziere, talking to reporters after the meeting, was asked whether he had accepted the West German government’s latest proposal for monetary union.

"There was nothing for me to accept. The chancellor presented the government’s suggestions, and we’ll negotiate about them," de Maiziere said.

The West German monetary union proposal, announced Monday, represented a surprising concession to East German demands. East Germans had feared that the exchange rate would be one West German mark for two East German marks — a rate that was initially proposed by West Germany’s central bank.

The 1-1 rate will be limited, however, in the case of savings to $2,300 per person. This angered East Germans.

**National Library Week**

April 22-28, 1990

Special Library Line — 239-6680

Make suggestions! Get answers! University Libraries’ administrators will handle calls!

Win $50 Database search

Register at Hesburgh or any of the five branch database locations

Six winners will be drawn

University Libraries — check them out!

---

**Two Thumbs Up!**

**SCANDAL**

Cinema at the ShLe!

FRIDAY and SATURDAY 7:30, 9:45

**Keep it up!**

Happy 19th, guys!

From, U NO WHO

---

**Congratulations ND AAS**

Meet your new national commander
Bush orders medical aid sent to Nicaragua

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush will invoke emergency authority to send $2.6 million in medical aid to Nicaragua in time for the presidential inauguration Wednesday of Violeta Chamorro, congressional and administration sources said.

The move was timed to give Vice President Dan Quayle the chance to deliver good news when he represents Bush at the swearing-in ceremony in Managua, the sources said. Quayle also will report progress toward sending previously promised food and other aid for the new government, the sources said.

Bush's request for $300 million to begin economic recovery in Nicaragua, part of an $870 million aid request that also includes Panama, had been stalled on Capitol Hill by a dispute over unrelated legislation.

That snarl was resolved late Tuesday, but it remained unlikely the full aid package would be approved immediately.

Failure to approve the full aid package by Chamorro's inauguration should not be seen as an embarrassment, said House Speaker Thomas Foley, D-Wash.

"It is a matter of procedures here," he told reporters. "We have procedures that obviously have to go forward, and I think eventually that aid package will be voted on.

The administration aid request for Nicaragua is designed to help that country — now among the poorest in the hemisphere — recover from a decade of civil war and U.S. trade sanctions. It includes money to meet immediate needs for planting of crops and for fuel.

Officials of the new government acknowledge they face a thorny challenge in meeting the expectations of the electorate for a better standard of living. Chamorro was elected overwhelmingly in February elections to replace President Daniel Ortega of the leftist Sandinista party. Her coalition was supported by the United States.

The medical assistance would be the first direct U.S. aid to the Central American country in nine years, since President Reagan cut off aid shortly after taking office in 1981.

Bush is seeking $300 million as a first installment of aid for the country, along with $500 million for Panama. But the aid package, a version of which has been passed by the House, had been held up in the Senate by a dispute over child-care legislation.

The dispute was settled late Tuesday, and the Senate Appropriations Committee planned to meet on the Central America aid bill late in the day. Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell, D-Maine, said he expected the measure to be on the Senate floor Wednesday, but he could not predict how long it would take to complete action.

Bush made the urgency of the supplemental money bill the top item on his agenda when he met with congressional leaders at the White House on Tuesday.

Bishops continued from page 1

the term means "in the presence of Christ." He said that this is a relatively recent and unexamined use of the phrase. It has traditionally been used to mean "in the person of Christ" in reference to the function of priests. This different translation may provide a new perspective for women in the Church.

Chamorro continued from page 1

ably assume the defense ministry herself to avoid upsetting the UNO council and high echelons of the Sandinista People's Army.

Chamorro's advisers have signed an agreement with the Sandinistas that would de-politicize the Sandinista army. On Monday the Sandinista announced that army officers were stepping down from party posts that included Defense Minister Humberto Ortega, one of nine members of the Sandinista directorate.

The possibility that that might allow Ortega, President Ortega's brother, to remain as army chief has aroused controversy in Chamorro's coalition. Chamorro's advisers have not denied that Ortega and other top army officers might stay.

Radio Corporacion, a pro-UNO radio station, broadcast a call-in show Tuesday with citizens saying "the electorate voted for a total change" and "all Sandinistas must go."

Many of the thousands of armed Contras in the countryside also maintain that position, and say they will not disarm unless the army is purged.

Another issue upsetting UNO's political council is La Prensa's leaked news Monday about some of the future government ministers. Most of those named are technocrats with no political party affiliation.
After seven years, Hubble is on its way
Space shuttle Discovery launches 'window on the universe' into orbit

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — Seven years late, the Hubble Space Telescope is where it belongs: out of this world and in search of others so distant that they may have been formed at the beginning of time.

Less than five hours after it rode into space aboard the shuttle Discovery on Tuesday, the $1.5 billion telescope sent its first test radio signal. At the astronauts monitored every second that you get.

"Our window on the universe!" NASA launch commentator George Diller exulted as the Discovery rose off its seaside launch pad.

"It's a beautiful day to have Hubble Space Telescope in orbit instead of here on Earth like it's been for so many years," said astronaut Steve Hawley from the shuttle.

"I've got to tell you, I just made it up to the flight deck for a first look out the window," said mission specialist Kathryn Sullivan, who flew the shuttle once before, in 1984. "Three-thirty is a whole lot higher than 120 was," she said, referring to the altitude in nautical miles. "I don't know how much longer it takes you to get here, but every second of the wait is worth every second that you get.

While it remained on Earth, the telescope cost $7 million a month — $84 million a year — to maintain and keep in readiness. In its first day in space, that checkout and testing cost continued remotely under control of the Goddard center.

On board to watch the Discovery launch was a contingent of scientists who have hailed the telescope as the greatest advance in astronomy since Galileo raised a small telescope to his eyes nearly 400 years ago.

Truly referred to the early-astronomer when he was asked about the long delays in getting the telescope to its working station. "Somebody over the other day said, 'Who remembers the day that Galileo picked up his telescope to look at the stars?'" said Truly, a former shuttle astronuat. "It doesn't matter what day we launch Hubble, it matters that we do it right.

The telescope is 43 feet long and 14 feet in diameter, about the size of a railroad tank car. When it flies free, it will receive electrical power for its six scientific instruments from two wing-like solar arrays that extend outward on each side.

It is named after the late astronaut Edwin Hubble, who theorized that the universe was expanding and that the farther away a galaxy is, the faster it is traveling.

That gave support to the theory that a massive explosion — the Big Bang — created the universe 10 to 20 billion years ago.

The Hubble is expected to help provide the answer to two problems: one, do longs: out of this world and in

Notre Dame Room
7:45-8:15 P.M.

NOTICE TO GRADUATES

As part of the graduation process, federal regulations require all students who have borrowed from the Stafford Loan Program (Formerly Guaranteed Student Loan) and the Supplemental Loan for Students (SLS) to attend an exit interview before leaving the University. The exit interview will review your rights and responsibilities for repaying your loan(s), deferment options and loan consolidation benefits.

For your convenience, we have scheduled ten exit interview sessions. Please plan to attend one.

Tuesday, April 24th
LaFortune
2:00-2:30 P.M.
2:45-3:15 P.M.
3:30-4:00 P.M.

Wednesday, April 25th
LaFortune
7:00-7:30 P.M.
7:45-8:15 P.M.
8:30-9:00 P.M.

Thursday, April 26th
LaFortune
6:30-7:00 P.M.
7:15-7:45 P.M.
8:00-8:30 P.M.
8:45-9:15 P.M.

To prepare for the exit interview it will be necessary to know the name of your lender(s) and the total amount of your Stafford and SLS borrowing while at Notre Dame. If you need assistance gathering this information, contact the Financial Aid Office. Please allow one day for processing.
ND professor, two alums win Engineering College awards

Special to The Observer

Two Notre Dame alumni and a former dean of the College of Engineering have been named as recipients of the 1989-1990 Honor Awards.

Hulme is interviewed. Ahearn, major general in the U.S. Air Force; Robert Henry, founding member of Fauske and Associates, a consulting firm to the nuclear energy industry; and Joseph Hogan, dean emeritus.

Ahearn is recognized for his outstanding and successful professional career since graduation in 1952 with a bachelor's degree in civil engineering, according to Anthony Mitchell, McDowell, dean of the College. He also holds a master's degree in engineering administration from Syracuse University and completed the Industrial College of Armed Forces.

Following graduation from Notre Dame, Ahearn was commissioned as a second lieutenant in the U.S. Air Force through the Reserve Officer Training Corps. Because of his civil engineering background, he began as an engineer and program manager with the Strategic Air Command at Vandenberg Air Force Base in California.

In 1964, he returned to the United States to represent international civil engineering assignments in West Germany, Korea, and Vietnam. In 1968 he was promoted to major general and received his star, became a deputy director of operations, and was stationed in U.S. Air Force headquarters' Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Engineering and Engineering, which is based in Washington, D.C.

The major general's military decorations and awards include the Distinguished Service Medal, the Bronze Star Medal, the Legion of Merit, the Meritorious Service Medal with three oak leaf clusters, and the Air Force Commendation Medal. He also has received the Air Force Outstanding Unit Award with "V" device, the Federal Republic of Germany Army Cross of Honor in Gold, and the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces Meritorious Service Medal.

His service to his profession as a registered professional engineer, including his outstanding military engineering contributions, was recognized by the American Institute of Electrical Engineers when they awarded him their Newman Medal in 1994.

Robert Henry, said Michael, is being honored for his outstanding and successful professional career following his earning three Notre Dame degrees: a bachelor's degree, master's degree and a doctorate, all in mechanical engineering.

Henry's technical accomplishments included service as a heat transfer and fluid mechanics specialist in the nuclear energy field at Argonne National Laboratories and then working as a founding member of Fauske and Associates. Making early major contributions to the production of several scientific films and the development of computer codes used in the domestic and foreign nuclear industry to analyze the potential response of reactors during severe accidents.

Because of his expertise, Henry served as an early representative in the U.S. delegation to the Russian interpretation of the Chernobyl Unit 4 accident.

Henry was the 1985 recipient of the "Tenny" Thompson Award of the American Nuclear Society, the highest honor in the field of nuclear reactor safety. Committed to higher education, he was department chairman and later dean of the graduate school at the Milwaukee College of Engineering. He has also coached youth football and basketball and serves on the school board.

Joseph P. Hogan earned a bachelor's degree from Washington University, a master's degree from the University of Missouri and doctorate from the University of Wisconsin, all in electrical engineering.

As dean of the Colleges of Engineering at the University of Missouri-Columbia and at the University of Notre Dame, he was instrumental in developing educational engineering programs, Michael said. His insight into the national issues facing the engineering education community was recognized when he was elected in 1982-83 president of the American Society for Engineering Education.

Putting to use his special perspective and analytical evaluation expertise, Hogan was a consultant to the states of Florida and Massachusetts and with the National Engineering University of Lima, Peru. He was called in as an expert witness in the areas of patents and products liability because of the need to assess engineering accomplishments. More than a score of electrical power utilities, both domestic and foreign, have sought his advice on sound engineering principles to help their development and growth.

Besides receiving the special presidential award from Notre Dame, Hogan, born in Mobile, Ala., received the American Society for Engineering Education, the Alumni Achievement Award by Washington University, and the 1981 Indiana Engineer of the Year. He is a fellow of ASME and on the Board of Directors of the St. Joseph County United Way, and on several state and local advisory boards.
AFRICAN AMERICAN ROMAN CATHOLIC EUCHARIST

WEDNESDAY
April 25, 1990
7:00pm
Stepan Center
University of Notre Dame

Presiding Celebrant: Archbishop Eugene Marino
Archdiocese of Atlanta

Homilist: Fernand Cheri

The Notre Dame Voices of Faith Gospel Choir
will lead the congregation in song.
Come early to practice the music!
A Collection will be taken for the Sr. Thea Bowman Foundation.

ALSO

THURSDAY
April 26, 1990
7:30pm
Grace Hall
University of Notre Dame
A Panel Discussion on the Role of Diversity
in the Setting of Roman Catholic Eucharist

All are invited and welcome!

Sponsored by:
Notre Dame Multi-Cultural Executive Council
Notre Dame Office of Campus Ministry
Sister Thea Bowman Foundation for the
Education of Black Catholic College Students
Border guards sent to Lithuania, Bush objects to idea of sanctions

MOSCOW (UPI) - The Kremlin reinforced KGB border guards in Lithuania on Tuesday, and Lithuania's president accused the United States of selling out his rebellious Baltic republic in its confrontation with the Soviet government.

The Soviet news agency Tass reported a gunfire attack Monday night on a Soviet army barracks in Vilnius, Lithuania's capital, but said no one was hurt.

President Bush said in Washington he will not impose sanctions on the Soviet Union at this time over its crackdown on Lithuania. He said he feared sanctions might prompt Moscow "to take action that would set back the whole cause of freedom around the world."

The Soviets have cut off oil, drastically curtailed natural gas and curbed other supplies to Lithuania in trying to force the republic to halt its six-week-old drive for independence.

Kremlin, Soviet Foreign Ministry spokesman Yurii Perel'ev warned that U.S. sanctions could have "negative consequences."

Perel'ev did not state directly that the Soviet Union might retaliate but said "any actions taken which could pull apart the sides of the argument of course could have negative consequences, not only for the Soviet Union but for the international situation."

After Bush's announcement, President Vytautas Landsbergis of Lithuania issued an angry statement from Vilnius: "Can the freedom of one group of people be sold for the freedom of another? What then is the idea of freedom itself?"

He was referring to the 1938 Munich Pact, in which France and Britain allowed Nazi Germany to take control of Czechoslovakia. The treaty was widely viewed as caving in to Adolf Hitler. The pact became a symbol of appeasement.

Tass and Soviet TV's nightly newscast reported Bush's announcement.

Tass also quoted Soviet army Maj. Alexei Kirichenko as saying a shot was fired at an open window at about 10 p.m. when soldiers were already inside the barracks. It said the bullet smashed a window on the opposite wall, and that ballistics experts believe it was fired from within.

The agency also reported from Vilnius that the Lithuanian parliament on Tuesday set up a commission to "prepare anti-blockade measures" and named Prime Minister Kazimiera Prunskiene as commission chief.

President Mikhail Gorbachev's advisers refused on Tuesday to receive a five-member Lithuanian delegation sent to Moscow to discuss the plight of the republic after a week of enduring the Kremlin economic blockade.

Lithuania refused to rescind an alert declaring a warning against such a step. President Bush said in Washington he will not impose sanctions on the Soviet Union at this time over its crackdown on Lithuania. He said he feared sanctions might prompt Moscow "to take action that would set back the whole cause of freedom around the world."

The increased border patrols were in line with a March 21 Kremlin statement for increased security on the Lithuanian section of the Soviet border.

Moscow began tightening its economic vice last week after Lithuania refused to rescind laws bolstering its March 11 declaration of independence.

The increased border patrols were in line with a March 21 Kremlin statement for increased security on the Lithuanian section of the Soviet border.

Moscow began tightening its economic vice last week after Lithuania refused to rescind laws bolstering its March 11 declaration of independence.
Death penalty serves as a strong deterrent to murder

By Christopher Longeway

Should capital punishment be abolished? Those who favor abolition contend that we have no right to decide to take the life of another person no matter how much this person has violated the rules of society. In support of their position, they persuade us that the death penalty is neither effective nor useful. Capital punishment, however, does remain effective and useful in today's society.

First, it is important to realize that any use of capital punishment is to be limited to the most cruel and malicious actions. It is possible to determine what crime is capable of the convict. We would love to believe that we live in a world where anyone who could conceive and premeditate the murder of another human could be diagnosed as mentally ill. Unfortunately, that is not always the case. The system does not choose to sentence the mentally ill to death. It is also possible to determine the degree of certainty behind a conviction. Each deliberation over the death penalty should be carefully specific. The use of the death penalty, therefore, should be very limited.

Those who are against capital punishment commonly argue that the death penalty is a punishment that is distributed unequally and, therefore, unfairly. This argument is a futile argument. Punishments are distributed unevenly, but it is not always the case. The system does not choose to sentence the mentally ill to death. They say that capital punishment is distributed unequally and that it is put to death, none of them should be. According to this argument, all murderers are sentenced to life. The system has been designed to prevent this.

The abolitionists also argue that the majority of capital punishment occurs irrationally and, therefore, the threat of capital punishment is not an effective deterrent. This argument falls for a few simple reasons. There have traditionally imposed lighter sentences on those offenses that have been committed in a state of passion, or have been crimes of passion. Although we do not want capital punishment only deters rational people from committing murder, it is still effective. Also, deterrence is irrelevant to many of those who oppose capital punishment. Many of them would still oppose the use of the death penalty regardless of its effectiveness as a deterrent.

Capital punishment is an effective deterrent for rational people. One of the greatest fears of human beings is the fear of death. Any rational person avoids doing things that will result in his own death. The death penalty is a cost/benefit analysis. If the decision to murder is made, this person feels that the benefits of murdering are greater than the costs. The benefits could be money, revenge, love,... etc. The costs are the probabiliy of getting caught and applied by the punishment this person would receive. The higher these costs the less likely the benefits will outweigh the person. It seems imperative that these costs are raised as high as possible to protect the innocent. The highest possible cost is to give someone's life and that is why capital punishment will remain an effective deterrent for rational people.

There are also reasons that cause life imprisonment to be ineffective. First, the sentence is not the same as the death penalty, therefore, should be very limited.

Another fallacy concerning the issue involves cost. Despite popular belief, the cost of a capital trial alone would be lower than the cost of life imprisonment. The final and most important argument against the death penalty is its irreversibility. Even if one could justify the acceptability of capital punishment, it is important to consider that our legal system is not infallible. Are we really willing to risk the death of even one innocent person? It has happened in the past and will happen again. An executed man can never benefit from new evidence that may surface. What justification could we ever be given to grieving friends and family members?

It is obviously conceded that criminals must be punished, but as Christians we must bear in mind that in punishment we must maintain some respect and dignity for human life. Punishment of the offender and protection of society are both served by life imprisonment. We must not resort to undermining God's plan in such a manner that we become no better than the accused and our Christian faith subsequently becomes worthless.
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**EDITORIAL**

Death sentence is an unjustifiable punishment

Capital punishment can not be justified by any means. In order to understand this, one must examine why proponents of such punishment find it to be of value. Almost half of supporters for the death penalty base their advocacy for the merciless slaughter of American citizens on the "an eye for an eye..." theory of justice. This is a notion that can be easily refuted. By implementing such a vengeful and irreversible form of punishment in our justice system we are taking God's place and subsequently rejecting His sovereignty.

Rationalizing that capital punishment effectively functions as a deterrent to capital crimes is another faulty argument. There is no evidence to support this claim. In fact, studies in California may offer evidence that capital punishment does not deter capital crimes. If anything, the rate of murder has increased during the years directly preceding an execution.

Also, few murders are actually premeditated, therefore, the offenders do not have time to consider the consequences of their actions. Even those who plan their crimes do so in a manner to avoid being caught. Finally, it is neither clear nor proven that the death penalty poses a greater threat to potential capital offenders than life imprisonment.

Another fallacy concerning the issue involves cost. Despite popular belief, the cost of a capital trial alone would be lower than the cost of life imprisonment. The final and most important argument against the death penalty is its irreversibility. Even if one could justify the acceptability of capital punishment, it is important to consider that our legal system is not infallible. Are we really willing to risk the death of even one innocent person? It has happened in the past and will happen again. An executed man can never benefit from new evidence that may surface. What justification could we ever be given to grieving friends and family members?

It is obviously conceded that criminals must be punished, but as Christians we must bear in mind that in punishment we must maintain some respect and dignity for human life. Punishment of the offender and protection for society are both served by life imprisonment. We must not resort to undermining God's plan in such a manner that we become no better than the accused and our Christian faith subsequently becomes worthless.

**DOONESBURY**

**QUOTE OF THE DAY**

‘Happiness is not a reward — it is a consequence. Suffering is not a punishment — it is a result.’

Robert Green Ingersoll
The death penalty confronts Americans with a crucial question: Is the death penalty justified? Should the State kill, too? Many, frustrated by the horror of murder and by the possible failure of capital punishment to curb the crime wave, argue that the death penalty fulfills an important function. Let's look at the bases for their argument.

First, we are told, the death penalty deters. Indeed, occasional attempts to isolate the impact of the death penalty have occurred. Nonetheless, no pertinent studies consistently and systematically demonstrate that the death penalty, not just the threat of death, reduces crime. Indeed, a global survey of the death penalty conducted by the United Nations in 1988 concluded that "the evidence as a whole gives no positive support to the deterrence hypothesis." The incredible number of variables that possibly condition human conduct make it difficult, if not impossible, to draw conclusive proof regarding deterrence. Because the presumption should always be against killing, the burden of proof should fall on those supporting the penalty, not on those opposing it. If deterrence constitutes the rationale for the death penalty, why not implement a penalty that would cause a bad-decision hypothesis? The incredible number of variables that possibly condition human conduct make it difficult, if not impossible, to draw conclusive proof regarding deterrence. Because the presumption should always be against killing, the burden of proof should fall on those supporting the penalty, not on those opposing it. If deterrence constitutes the rationale for the death penalty, why not implement a penalty that would cause a bad-decision hypothesis?

Second, we are told, the death penalty satisfies the retributive function. But the argument isn't that the State must do to the defendant what the defendant did to the victim. This "eye for an eye" approach disregards and does not accord with the integral human qualities of life. Somehow our system reclaims the sanctity of human life through death. Truly, it calls for a pause. Indeed, among the questions one makes is whether it is possible to put the death penalty to work. Surely, the questions are-- short sighted opinions. The Barbarity of Homo sapiens, the Barbarity of Homo sapiens..." Except for the United States, according to Amnesty International, the only major countries that still regularly execute are China, South Africa, Iran, and the Soviet Union. The company we keep in this matter should give us pause.

"Thou shalt not kill." This injunction, at the least, makes immoral any killing, unless, in self defense, it is necessary. Since incapacitation through life imprisonment, without possibility of parole, satisfies the need to protect society (and, in the bargain, retributive ends as well), the barbarity of homicides, committed through the death penalty, demeans and corrupts us all. Let us hope that, as one global analysis recently concluded, abolition of the death penalty inevitably results from civilization's evolving respect for human rights, and that, therefore, the death penalty in America constitutes a tragic aberration in that long-range trend.

Fernand N. Dutile is Professor of Law and Associate Dean in the Law School.
An 'Violator' and Church's 'Gold Afternoon Fix'

Mode's 'Violator' and Church's 'Gold Afternoon Fix'

JASON WINSLADE  accent writer

Depeche Mode - Violator

Another example of progressive gone popular, Depeche Mode have the original all-keyboard techno-pop band, hopes to add a bit of their unique brand of music.

Phish is comprised of guitarist and principle song writer, Trey Anastasio, Page McConnell on keyboards, Mike Gordon on bass, and Jon (Phish) Fishman on drums, trombone, and vacuum cleaner. These four have spent almost ten years and six tours together over five years ago, and have developed an "indescribable" sound. Their repertoire now consists of a wide variety of musical styles as diverse as jazz and R&B to funk and calypso. They have covered songs from Duke Ellington to the Allman Brothers, although their performances consist mainly of their own pieces.

They are rapidly becoming a household name in the Northeast, where their increasing popularity has resulted in successful dates in a number of clubs, such as six consecutive sell-outs in Boston's Paradise Rock Club. During the spring, they have traveled through the Midwest and out to Colorado and will now stop in South America to give NO a dosage of their unique brand of music.

Phish has been comprised of several individual musicians from various bands, all of whom have shared the stage together at least once. Their music is characterized by its complexity and diversity, ranging from acoustic folk to electric rock.

The band Phish will be playing at Fieldhouse Mall today at 4 p.m. This quartet's music selection covers a wide variety including jazz, R&B, funk, and calypso, and the majority of the pieces are their own work.

RICH PAGEN accent writer

This year's An Tostal brings something completely new and exciting. Phish, a quartet based in Burlington, Vermont, will be performing on Wednesday, April 25 at 4 p.m. at Fieldhouse Mall.

The four performers began playing together over five years ago, and have developed an "indescribable" sound. Their repertoire now consists of a wide variety of musical styles as diverse as jazz and R&B to funk and calypso. They have covered songs from Duke Ellington to the Allman Brothers, although their performances consist mainly of their own pieces.

They are rapidly becoming a household name in the Northeast, where their increasing popularity has resulted in successful dates in a number of clubs, such as six consecutive sell-outs in Boston's Paradise Rock Club. During the spring, they have traveled through the Midwest and out to Colorado and will now stop in South America to give NO a dosage of their unique brand of music.

Phish is comprised of guitarist and principle song writer, Trey Anastasio, Page McConnell on keyboards, Mike Gordon on bass, and Jon (Phish) Fishman on drums, trombone, and vacuum cleaner. These four have spent almost ten years and six tours together over five years ago, and have developed an "indescribable" sound. Their repertoire now consists of a wide variety of musical styles as diverse as jazz and R&B to funk and calypso. They have covered songs from Duke Ellington to the Allman Brothers, although their performances consist mainly of their own pieces.

They are rapidly becoming a household name in the Northeast, where their increasing popularity has resulted in successful dates in a number of clubs, such as six consecutive sell-outs in Boston's Paradise Rock Club. During the spring, they have traveled through the Midwest and out to Colorado and will now stop in South America to give NO a dosage of their unique brand of music.

The band Phish will be playing at Fieldhouse Mall today at 4 p.m. This quartet's music selection covers a wide variety including jazz, R&B, funk, and calypso, and the majority of the pieces are their own work.

Gore has also experimented in the realm of the guitar on many of the album's tracks. Unlike other electronic bands that use guitars, Gore utilizes them in unconventional ways, which blend with the overall atmospheric structure of the album.

Gore's world is obviously not a happy one, with his recurring themes of nihilism, guilt, debauchery, corruption of innocence, and impurity. But the sound is still accessible and sometimes, even danceable.

Nothing is new on this album in the way of the Mode's chord progressions and harmonies. Although the band does use some unconventional key- board and percussion sounds. Album highlights from Violator include the powerful "Sweetest Perfection," in which Gore takes lead vocals, along with interesting orchestral and guitar combinations. In addition "Halo," "The World in My Eyes," and "The Policy of Truth," all feature catchy cho- ruses. Lead singer David Gahan and Martin Gore blend their voices quite well in the slow and sad "Waiting For The Night." Violator, with its Freudian broken flower on the cover, is now available on record stores, and is sure to please most Mode fans, despite the awful 12" remixes that predict the band's commercial side.

The Church - Gold Afternoon Fix

With their new release, Gold Afternoon Fix, The Church proves that they may be the mood-rock band of the nineties. After success with their previous album, Starfish, and several solo albums, the team of Steve Kilby, Marty Willson-Piper, Peter Koppes and Richard Peter, have produced another stylistically tight work featuring the usual ingredients: Kilby's low and casual vocals, and strong high-low back- ing vocals without harmonies.

The Church - Gold Afternoon Fix

With their new release, Gold Afternoon Fix, The Church proves that they may be the mood-rock band of the nineties. After success with their previous album, Starfish, and several solo albums, the team of Steve Kilby, Marty Willson-Piper, Peter Koppes and Richard Peter, have produced another stylistically tight work featuring the usual ingredients: Kilby's low and casual vocals, and strong high-low backing vocals without harmonies.

Just as Heyday was an album dealing with the mood of the forest, and the main image of Starfish was the city at night, Gold Afternoon Fix deals with the mood of the factory, and of the city by day. The music quite effectively brings about the mood and imagery of the reality of the city, rather than the idealized city represented in Starfish.

"Metropolis," "City," "Grind" and the mellower "Sunday Morning," lyrically represent the Church's obsession with the city. The songs, "Pharoh" and "Ancient City" were written by Anastasio about an army colonel who travels through a doorway into a mystical world called Gamengode. The song "Wilton" tells of a plot to overthrow the evil king of Gamengode. Another song, "ACDC Bag," describes the evil king's robot executioner.

Anastasio began writing songs in the fourth grade. Two of his oldest songs, "Golgi Ap­paratus" and "Markings Po­lice­man" were written by Anas­tasio when he was 12 years old.

The wild originality of the lyrics and the magic of the music result in a combination that has earned Phish much de­ se­ re­ tion as a talented high energy band. Don't miss them!
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Irish softball team sweeps MCC foe Loyola in twinbill
Quinn’s team-leading second and third home runs pace ND offense in conference victories

BY DAVE DIETEMAN
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women’s softball team got out the bats for its doubleheader on Tuesday afternoon, snapping the Tri-State Sports Tournament as Tri-State bid to qualifying for districts, but the two wins put us in a good position. It was probably the most important game of the season.”

BY EILEEN MCGUIRE
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame softball team, pictured earlier this season in a game against St. Francis, swept Loyola 9-1, 11-0 Tuesday afternoon in a MCC doubleheader at Alumni Field.

In light of the fact that the Irish only batted for four innings due to the ten-run rule, their performance in the second game was incredible, as they hammer out 14 hits – one double, two triples, and two home runs – while stealing two bases and scoring 11 earned runs.

On the mound, Staci Alford was nearly unhittable as she recorded her MCC-leading 14th victory, surrendering two hits, one walk and no earned runs while striking out eight in five innings of work. Alford leads the MCC in total strikeouts, number of victories, and also strikeout per seven innings.

NOTES: The Irish are in action again today against Grace College at 3:30 p.m. at Alumni Field.

SMC softball seeks District 21 bid after outmuscling Tri-State in DH

The Notre Dame softball team, pictured earlier this season in a game against St. Francis, swept Loyola 9-1, 11-0 Tuesday afternoon in a MCC doubleheader at Alumni Field.

In the third inning, the mighty Quinn came through again, sending a blast over the left field fence for her second home run of the game. Also coming through for the Irish were speedster Ronni Alvarez, who homered last week, and freshman Lisa Miller, who went 3-for-3 with two RBI’s in the second game.
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In the third inning, the mighty Quinn came through again, sending a blast over the left field fence for her second home run of the game. Also coming through for the Irish were speedster Ronni Alvarez, who homered last week, and freshman Lisa Miller, who went 3-for-3 with two RBI’s in the second game.

In light of the fact that the Irish only batted for four innings due to the ten-run rule, their performance in the second game was incredible, as they hammer out 14 hits – one double, two triples, and two home runs – while stealing two bases and scoring 11 earned runs.

On the mound, Staci Alford was nearly unhittable as she recorded her MCC-leading 14th victory, surrendering two hits, one walk and no earned runs while striking out eight in five innings of work. Alford leads the MCC in total strikeouts, number of victories, and also strikeout per seven innings.

NOTES: The Irish are in action again today against Grace College at 3:30 p.m. at Alumni Field.
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In the third inning, the mighty Quinn came through again, sending a blast over the left field fence for her second home run of the game. Also coming through for the Irish were speedster Ronni Alvarez, who homered last week, and freshman Lisa Miller, who went 3-for-3 with two RBI’s in the second game.

In light of the fact that the Irish only batted for four innings due to the ten-run rule, their performance in the second game was incredible, as they hammer out 14 hits – one double, two triples, and two home runs – while stealing two bases and scoring 11 earned runs.

On the mound, Staci Alford was nearly unhittable as she recorded her MCC-leading 14th victory, surrendering two hits, one walk and no earned runs while striking out eight in five innings of work. Alford leads the MCC in total strikeouts, number of victories, and also strikeout per seven innings.

NOTES: The Irish are in action again today against Grace College at 3:30 p.m. at Alumni Field.
By SCOTT BRUTOCAO  
Assistant Sports Editor

No one can accuse the Notre Dame baseball team of idleness. Last weekend, the Irish were scheduled for two doubleheaders with Dayton, and since one of the doubleheaders was rained out, the team stayed through Monday to play the postponed games. The team returned from Dayton on Tuesday morning at 1 a.m., only to play a doubleheader with Chicago State at Coveleski Stadium at 5 p.m. that afternoon. Today, they'll play another twin bill.

One might say that the Irish are even busier, winning three out of four from Dayton and sweeping a doubleheader from Chicago State (by scores of 5-4 and 12-4). As they prepare for another doubleheader at Coveleski today at 5 p.m., there is hardly time to focus on individual performances. But it is almost impossible to overlook some of the players' achievements. Freshman Eric Danapalis is hitting .404, freshman Pat Leahy has a perfect 4-0 record and a 1.83 earned run average, and freshman Dave Sinnes is among the leaders in ERA.

Sinnes has been a somewhat shaky performance at Dayton over the weekend in which he walked seven batters in 4 1/3 innings, raised his ERA to 0.96. This microscopic earned run average, one of the five best in the country, is testimony to his tremendous raw talent, because it certainly isn't his control. In 37 1/3 innings, Sinnes has walked 27 batters. "Against Dayton, I didn't execute well," said Sinnes. "I didn't keep my concentration throughout. It happens, and it's something that I have to work on."

A freshman on a pitching staff laden with newcomers, Sinnes has become prominent with his ERA, 5-1 record and 48 strikeouts. The basic tools for excelling are there, and if his control comes around, opponents should think about hiring him for their staff.

"Dave Sinnes is a pitcher who could be one of the best pitchers to come out of here," said his coach, Pat Murphy. "If he gets caught up with his statistics and numbers, he could get lost. But if he keeps his head on straight—and that's a big if—he can be one of the best pitchers to come out of here. The same goes for Pat Leahy and (Alan) Waliana."

Sinnes has always been an intimidating hitter. He allows a hit on the average of once every three innings, and has already pitched a one-hit shutout this year against Xavier. In high school, he had a career 27-2 record, a 1.01 earned run average and 280 strikeouts. Now that he has made the transition to college, the batters are more disciplined, which forces him to be mentally sharp at all times.

"The mental aspect is different in college," said Sinnes. "In high school I could just throw the ball because the batters weren't going to hit it anyway."

But the batters are better on the collegiate level, and they're hitting me now. I have to learn how to pitch and not just throw."

Each outing becomes an important lesson for the Miami, Fla., native, as he looks forward to developing and refining his game. Murphy recognizes that the maturation process, not the talent, is what needs to be developed, and that this season has been instrumental in Sinnes's mental development.

"It's been a real maturing process for him," said Murphy. "He always had the ability, but the key has been the adjustment to college life and the college game. Understanding that mindset is very important. He's beginning that process but he has a long way to go."

"Dave has had a lot of success in his career. One thing is that he expects to win, a great asset to a team. If he continues to concentrate on his game, he will improve, and a lot will just come with maturity."

Sinnes can be seen as a case study for the entire team. The squad is young, inexperienced, but flowing with talent. In the sense of gaining experience, the team motto "One More Step" is appropriate.

"It's exciting. We're young but I think we've grown up a lot," said Sinnes. "We know that whenever we go out there we've always got a chance to win. Even if we don't know, we know that we have learned and there is no problem with that. If we keep working hard, good things are going to happen for us."
Blackhawks stay alive in playoffs with crucial victory over St. Louis

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Wayne Presley and Michel Goulet scored 36 seconds apart in the second period and rookie Ed Belfour won his first playoff start as the Chicago Blackhawks defeated the St. Louis Blues 3-2 Tuesday night, evening their playoff series 2-2. Belfour was spectacular in the third period, protecting a one-goal lead with 18 saves. He finished with 31.

Greg Millen started the Blackhawks' first playoff game in goal, but did not dress for Game 4. Belfour had a 1.45 goals-against average in four relief appearances behind Millen earlier in the playoffs. Presley got his seventh goal of the playoffs, surpassing his season total of six, on a screened shot from the left side at 2:06. Goulet made it 2-0 when he knocked in a loose puck in the crease that goaltender Vincent Hendeau failed to clear.

**Items continued from page 20**

"I'm really glad (Pat) Murphy was my coach at Notre Dame, because he got me prepared for this type of game. He's a great motivator and knows how to get the best out of his players." He played more individually. In pro ball you don't have to do the work if you don't want to, and that's where Murphy has helped me most."

It's a completely different life, to be sure, especially for Pelletier. Whereas his teammates might sleep the afternoon away or flip through the TV channels, Pelletier spends his free time reading books and studying the history of the world since 1945.

"I've got to get used to a life of baseball and reading books," said Pelletier. "What more could a person ask?"

The bottom line is that Pelletier is making the most of his time. He's got a promising career in baseball ahead of him, but if it doesn't come through he always will have his degree at Notre Dame. He is serious about academics as well, as his grade point average is well above 2.0. On top of that, he is getting married in January. "The supreme hope at the moment comes in the form of a simple phone call from the Rangers front office. When that will come no one can guess."

"If I keep playing well I definitely think I'll be there," said Pelletier. "All I can say is that I'll do my best, and that I'm definitely positive about the whole situation. I think I'll get a chance, but if I don't, that's the way the cards fall."

The Blackhawks' regular-season Norris Division champions, regained the home-ice advantage. The teams return to Chicago for Game 5 on Thursday. Hull had his only two shots of the game in the first 1:13, but Belfour stopped both with his glove. The Blues didn't have a shot in the second period until the midway point.

Brind'Amour, who leads rookie scorers with 11 points in the playoffs, broke the drought when he scored at 12:53 after a rink-long rush. His shot from the left side deflected off Belfour's stick to cut the gap to 2-1.

After Yawney's goal made it 3-1, Wilson answered with a power-play goal at 5:26 of the third period. Wilson slapped in a pass from Gino Cavallini from the right side of the net.

The Blackhawks, the regular-season Norris Division champions, regained the home-ice advantage. The teams return to Chicago for Game 5 on Thursday. Hull had his only two shots of the game in the first 1:13, but Belfour stopped both with his glove. The Blues didn't have a shot in the second period until the midway point.

Brind'Amour, who leads rookie scorers with 11 points in the playoffs, broke the drought when he scored at 12:53 after a rink-long rush. His shot from the left side deflected off Belfour's stick to cut the gap to 2-1.

After Yawney's goal made it 3-1, Wilson answered with a power-play goal at 5:26 of the third period. Wilson slapped in a pass from Gino Cavallini from the right side of the net.

**Sports Briefs**

The Hapkido Club meets Tues. at 7:30 and Thurs. at 8 p.m. in Rm. 219, Rockne. Learn Self-defense and stop worrying about walking alone. For more info, call x5957.

Fisher Hall's "On the Grass Classic," two-person volleyball tournament, will be held this weekend, April 28-29. Cost is ten dollars per team and all proceeds will go to Andre House, a shelter for the homeless in Phoenix, Ariz. Anyone wishing to enter the tournament should contact Tim Maloney at 283-1939 or stop by Room 140 in Fisher. Deadline for entry is Friday at 7 p.m.

Women's Lacrosse practice will held today and the rest of this week at 4:00 p.m. in front of Angela. If you can't make the game this Saturday call Jeff (234-9878).

Women's Lacrosse players remember to bring money for gas for all the drivers this past weekend.

Free Coke Squeeze bottles will be given to the first 300 fans at Saturday's lacrosse match vs. Ohio State at 4 p.m. at Krause Stadium. In addition, there will be beach music and a halftime frisbee accuracy contest.

Women's Varsity Cross Country and Track and Field. Beginning in the fall, women's track and field will be a varsity sport at Notre Dame. Any women interested in competing in track and/or cross country are asked to attend a brief meeting on Wednesday, May 2 at 4:00 p.m. in the Loftus Auditorium. Any further questions, please call the Track Office at 239-6899.

The Jordan Jammers Mini-Hoops will begin on today. Check the pairings and time schedules today at the SUB office in Lafontaine. If there are any questions call 239-7757 or Rick at 234-9716.

Lou Holtz will be the guest tonight for WVFI Sportstalk. Make sure you tune in to your 640 AM dial and join hosts Vic Lombardi and Hugh McGowan from 8 to 9 p.m. Phone lines will be open at 239-6400.
ASU basketball under NCAA investigation

JONESBORO, Ark. (AP) — A three-member internal committee has begun investigating several incidents of alleged NCAA rules infractions in the Arkansas State men’s basketball program, ASU president Eugene W. Smith said Tuesday.

Smith issued a seven-paragraph statement, but said ASU would have no further comment until the investigation is completed and reviewed. The statement did not specify the nature of the possible infractions.

The statement said on April 13, ASU athletic director Charles Thornton “reviewed with me several incidents of alleged NCAA rules infractions which had been brought to his attention.”

Smith said Thornton asked that a committee be formed “from individuals outside the athletic interests of the university to investigate these allegations.”

Smith said the committee began reviewing the allegations last week. The team is coached by Nelson Catlinia, who took the job in 1994 after being an assistant at the school for five years.

“Arkansas State University is committed to operating its athletic program within the latter, and induct, of the NCAA rules,” Smith said. “Violations will not be tolerated.”

“Until such time as the committee has completed its work, and their findings have been thoroughly reviewed, it would be inappropriate to comment upon what may turn out to be false allegations,” the statement said.

“We remain hopeful that all allegations will prove to be false.”

Atlanta Hawks coach Mike Fratello (right) is hugged by Hawks President Stan Kasten after a press conference in Atlanta Monday where Fratello announced he was quitting as coach of the NBA team. Hawks General Manager Pete Babcock stands in the background.

Women continued from page 20

as the squad dominated the inside game.

“The five of us have played together before on Badin’s inter­- 

hall basketball team,” Lynch said. “That definitely helped us.”

Sheephead and Her Flock have formed St. Mary’s varsity basketball player M. B. Tosing helping them advance, as she scored four times in the winning effort.

In the worst blow-out of the day, Breaking the Third B crushed Hop, Skip, and Go Naked, 21-1. Maria Rhomberg was her team’s high scorer with ten points in a game that took about fifteen minutes to complete.

“It was fun to play,” said Kathleen Hughes, who scored five times during the contest. In other games, Fast Break overpowered Fly Girls, 21-6, and Better Off Wet would have been better off anywhere else as they lost to 3 To Bounce and 2 For the Boards, 21-4.

There were two forfeits in yesterday’s action, as The Smell of a Female won when the Supreme Court never showed up, and Wendy City Wenches recorded a win over In Direct Violation, who were in violation of forfeiting.

Men continued from page 20

unit before Bookstore,” Warren said. “I’m just starting to get a feel for what they can do.”

Former Notre Dame center Keith Robinson scored seven points, but his Raw Talent team lost 21-17 to Paradise Jam. Tom Livingston scored 10 hoops for the winners.

Former Irish walk-on Tim Crawford hit his final four shots of the game to lift Senior powers. They were a tough team to click. They were a tough team to click.

“Once we got things going, they really started to click. They were a tough team relative to the other teams we had played. They really played well as a team.”

All The President’s Men continued to roll with a 21-9 victory over Club Meerschaum.

Rubber Cement II shot 21-of-37 in its 21-13 win against Shirts, while Soul Sonic Force used six hoops from Martin Somerville to get a 21-10 victory over Painfully Huge.

Tequila White Lightning advanced easily, 21-6 over South Bend Mishawaka Alive With Pride, and Lenny’s used a second-half streak to gain a 21-16 triumph against Anti-Slug Team. Those two squads will play today.

Sweet Scottie P and the Dwarfs crushed J-Crew Cotton Knit 21-10, while C.J.’s Pub held off The Donks 21-17.

Zenith Data Systems
LP's now come with all-terrain mt. bikes

LP's also come with DOS, Windows/286 and a Microsoft mouse at no extra charge!

Purchase a Z-286 LP Model 20 or Z-286 LP/12 Model 20 or 40 with any Zenith Data Systems VGA monitor and receive a Raleigh all-terrain mountain bike FREE!

Just like Raleigh bikes, the Z-286 LP computer is built to take you to the top. And if you already own this bike, we give you an option at $500 off Z-286 LP and VGA monitor bundle!

LP’s now come with all-terrain mt. bikes

(Manufactured under license from Raleigh Bicycles, Inc.)

(RETAIL VALUE $300)

Good thru June 30, 1990

For more information contact:

Notre Dame Microcomputer Store 239-7477

ZIP code 46518

The Observer Wednesday, April 25, 1990

Collegiate of Business Administration
Speaker Presentation

Ms. Deborah Kelly
Vice President - Corporate Affairs
Quaker Oats Company
12:15 pm Wednesday April 25
221 Hayes Healy
Topic: “Marketing Long-Term Objectives and Strategies in A Year When Targets Will Be Missed.”

All students and faculty invited and encouraged to attend.
Lecture Circuit

3:30 p.m. Department of Chemical Engineering and Miles Incorporated Visiting Lecture, "Chemical Industry and the Environment," Professor Aarmon Hulph, Head, Central Services, Department for Environmental Protection, Bayer AG, Germany and Subsidaries and Professor of University of Wuppertal. Room 214 Cushing Hall.

4 p.m. "Human Rights and the Transition to Democracy in Chile," Hugo Frühling, Harvard Law School, and Santiago, Chile. Room 105 Law School. Sponsored by the Kellogg Institute and Center for Civil and Human Rights.

4:30 p.m. "Yang-Mills Fields as Holomorphic Vector Bundles," Professor Gerald M. Henkin, Academy of Economic and Mathematical Institute, Moscow. Room 226 Math Building. Sponsored by Department of Mathematics and Office of the Provost.


Menus

Notre Dame
Oven Fried Chicken
Noodles Romainoff
Gyros
Mar Blanck Steak Sandwich

Saint Mary's
Turkey Cutlets
Cheese Blintzes
Spaghetti w/Meat or Marinara
Deli Bar

ACROSS
1. Gardner's bare
2. Peel
3. Mark on a leopard
4. Acknowledge
5. Table a
6. Drowsy of years game
7. Gershwin's brother song
8. Hebr's hawkish brother
9. Occupied an ottoman
10. "Camera"
11. Van Duren
12. External
13. Foot pedal
14. Woody, Steve or Me
15. It follows "Sirs"

CROSSWORD
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Dogs short on bark in big Bookstore defeat

By GREG GUFFEY
Sports Editor

The Dogs ran out of bark Tuesday night on Senior Night in Bookstore Basketball XIX. Malicious Prosecution, last year's defending champions, struggled early and then dominated the backcourt to advance to today's round of 32.

The Dogs scored first, used first-half momentum to turn a 1-0 game early and trailed just 11-6 at halftime. The Irish champs then turned it up a notch and outscored their opponents 10-3 in the second stanza.

"I didn't know if they were taking it seriously," said Ken McKinney, who scored three hoops for the Dogs. "We've been able to jump out to an early lead in all of our games. They clamped down and beat us up a little bit."

Joe Scott scored seven points to lead the winners, while John Bergmann added six. Jeff Burns scored three hoops for The Dogs. It was a moral victory for The Dogs, an all-freshman team.

"It felt good out there," McKinney said. "We played a few good teams, but nothing like that. We gave them a run for awhile."

Adworks, possibly the strongest challenger for Malicious Prosecution's title, cruised to a 21-6 victory over Slow Punch Memorial Team. Three players - Jim Bolan, Cedric Figaro and Derrick Johnson - scored five points each for Adworks.

Expresso Pizza, a strong candidate for dark horse in this tournament, breezed to a 21-7 win over Silent Assassins. Kevin Ismail rushed 22 times for 75 yards and a touchdown.

"I think we played fairly well, but I think that we start getting down to the final rounds and that we need to concentrate more on our defense and passing," Warren said. "Overall, we had a pretty good game."

Warren, a third-year law student, missed Tuesday's scrimmage, so he was prepared for the long night. The top split end position this year, and Ismail occupied it with distinction.

"I'm disappointed we didn't see more on our defense and pass blocking," he added. "I thought we played fairly well, but I think that we start getting down to the final rounds and that we need to concentrate more on our defense and passing," Warren said. "Overall, we had a pretty good game."

Coach Lou Holtz expressed concern Tuesday about how his team might end up putting a freshman at quarterback. He did not catch a pass on the offensive line.

Sophomore Ray Griggs, who had been viewed as a strong contender for the backup spot behind Ratigan led the defense with 13 tackles and a fumble recovery.

"I'm disappointed we didn't find somebody to come in at quarterback," he said. "I'm disappointed we didn't find somebody to come in at wide receiver," he added. "I'm pretty much a one-man show." Holtz. "They were so many guys and they had to figure out how to return to the field in 109 yards on the 39-yard line."

Sophomore William Pollard (five points, seven rebounds) and junior Tony Smith should be counted on to catch Minter's passes. Who can be counted on to see Holtz's passes? The Dogs, in general, are better than the Fighting Irish this year. They've got a live attacker in Watters. But this year, the Fighting Irish have struggled early and then dominated the backcourt to advance to today's round of 32.
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